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Summary
This briefing concerns the good character requirement that is applied to people from the age of 10
years for the registration of statutory rights to British citizenship. The requirement has wrongly
blocked hundreds of British children from affirming their rights to British citizenship, and the security
and sense of belonging that comes with it.1 Black and minority ethnic children and children in care
are significantly more likely to be denied their British citizenship rights by this requirement, which
was introduced into British nationality law by the Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Act 2006
without examination of the impact it would have on children or the imperative reasons why it was
not included when Parliament passed the British Nationality Act 1981.
The good character requirement for registration should be removed from the legislation. British
children should not be denied their citizenship by this provision. Parliament’s original intentions in
1981 should be fulfilled.
What is the issue?
Children as young as 10, born in the UK or brought to the UK at a young age, are blocked from
affirming their rights to British citizenship because the Home Office considers them not to be of
good character.
Who are the children affected?
The children affected are:
• born and grown up in the UK, but who did not acquire British citizenship at the time of their
birth because neither of their parents was British or settled in the UK (i.e. had indefinite
leave to remain or permanent residence); or
• brought to the UK at a young age and grown up here.
From the taking effect of the British Nationality Act 1981 on 1 January 1983, British citizenship is
acquired by birth in the UK only if at birth one of the parents is a British citizen or settled in the UK.2
Other children born in the UK are entitled to register as British citizens in prescribed circumstances –
including where one of their parents later becomes settled or British3 or where they live in the UK
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for the first ten years of their lives.4 Children who grow up in the UK having been brought here at a
young age can also be registered as British citizens.5 6
Increasing evidence from lawyers dealing with the registration of British children together with the
experience of the Project for the Registration of Children as British Citizens (PRCBC) suggests that
black and minority ethnic children, and children in care, are significantly more likely to be affected
by the good character requirement.7 This reflects Parliament’s original concern that ensuring these
children’s British citizenship was necessary for good race relations;8 and is consistent with other
findings about the disproportionate impact of the criminal justice system on these children.9
What is the good character requirement?
There is no statutory definition of good character, which is left to the Home Secretary to assess.
When the British Nationality Act 1981 was first passed, it only applied the requirement to adult
migrants seeking to naturalise. As explained in this briefing, the requirement has much later become
unjustly introduced to the registration of children born and growing up in the UK. It wrongly
prevents British children, who come to the attention of the criminal justice system, from registering
their rights to British citizenship.
The injustice is compounded by the Home Secretary’s policy which applies the good character
requirement to children in the same way as to adults.10 The Independent Chief Inspector of Borders
and Immigration has recommended the Home Office amend its guidance to have particular regard to
children’s rights and circumstances.11 Although the Home Office accepted this recommendation in
July 2017 and agreed to implement it by December 2017,12 it has still not done so. However, while
the recommendation is important, and the current statutory requirement should not be applied to
children in the same way as adults, amending the guidance will be insufficient to meet the original
and imperative intention of Parliament that British children should not be denied their citizenship on
any character grounds.
The distinction between registration and naturalistion
Parliament selected registration as the means to ensure recognition of the citizenship of all British
children, equally or similarly connected to the UK.13 Naturalisation is the means by which an adult
migrant to the UK may, at the discretion of the Home Secretary, be made a British citizen.
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As the then Home Secretary, William Whitelaw, expressly emphasised in 1981, these provisions are
not equivalent.14 The one (registration) provides for the formal recognition of established
connection to the UK to meet parliament’s original intention that everyone with such connection
should have the security of their country’s citizenship. The other (naturalisation) provides discretion
to the Home Office whereby adults with prior connection to other countries may be given citizenship
following their migration to the UK.
When and why was the good character requirement introduced for children?15
When the British Nationality Act 1981 first took effect, it did not make the rights of children to
register as British citizens subject to any good character requirement. The requirement was
extended to registration of British citizenship, by children and adults, in December 2006 by section
58 of the Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Act 2006.16 The primary reason given was to bring
registration into line with naturalisation. In doing this, Ministers and Parliament neglected the
original intention behind the 1981 Act and the important distinction between registration and
naturalisation, which Parliament recognised when passing that Act.
What was Parliament’s intention in passing the British Nationality Act 1981?17
The British Nationality Act 1981 was made to remove, among other things, from UK law the principle
whereby nationality was acquired automatically by being born on the territory.18 Parliament
intended to replace this with a principle whereby citizenship would be acquired on the basis of close
connection to the UK. From the commencement of the Act on 1 January 1983, a child born in the UK
is only born a British citizen if one of her or his parents is a British citizen or settled in the UK (i.e. has
indefinite leave to remain or permanent residence).
Parliament expressly intended, however, to ensure that children born and growing up in the UK
should be recognised as British citizens along with their peers.19 Parliament, therefore, enacted
provisions for these children to register as British citizens by entitlement. Parliament also retained
the general discretion for the Home Secretary to register a child as British so that children living in
the UK from a young age would not be excluded from the country of their home.
What are the consequences to these children of their citizenship being blocked?
Blocking statutory rights to citizenship of children who grow up in this country deprives them of the
very security, sense of belonging and respect that parliament intended should be ensured for them
by registration rights in the British Nationality Act 1981. Children, who are as British as their peers,
are thus denied formal recognition by the state, and thereby society at large, of their connection to
the UK, their home country.
The practical consequences are potentially dramatic and severe. Being barred from citizenship
makes these children subject to Home Office immigration powers. They are put at risk of all the
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things that have happened to the Windrush generation, including being expelled from their home
country to places they do not know. This could happen to them at any time of their lives. They may
also be excluded from various services and opportunities such as to work, rent accommodation,
receive healthcare or social welfare, or access higher education.
What of the best interests of children?
Excluding children from the citizenship of the country of their home, and the only country they
know, is not in the best interests of any child. It impedes the rehabilitation and reintegration of
children caught up in the criminal justice system. Depriving them of their citizenship rights also
imposes a double punishment upon them, one not imposed on their peers.
It is significant that at the time the good character requirement was extended to children’s
registration, the UK still maintained a nationality reservation to the 1989 UN Convention on the
Rights of the Child. That reservation was not withdrawn until November 2008; and the following
year Parliament legislated by the Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act 2009 to impose a duty on
the Home Secretary to ensure children’s welfare.
What should be done?
The application of the good character requirement to rights to register British citizenship should be
removed from the legislation. The position that no such requirement be applied to registration,
established when the British Nationality Act 1981 was passed, was a just one. It enabled all children
closely connected to the UK to share the security and sense of belonging provided by British
citizenship. It should be restored in the interests of the fair and equal treatment of these children
and to uphold adult society’s duties to children in domestic and international law.

Casestudies
J (aged 15): He was born in the UK. He has learning difficulties and hearing problems. He was
brought by his mother; and has had no contact with his father. He has no status in the UK, although
he became entitled to register as a British citizen on his tenth birthday. He has two referral orders
(for theft and robbery). He cannot afford the fee to register as a British citizen and, even were the
fee to be paid, he is at risk of being refused his citizenship rights on good character grounds
V (Aged 15): He was born in the UK. He has been a looked after child from aged 1, and is living with
foster parents. His father became settled after his birth. At that time, he became entitled to register
as a British citizen. He also has an entitlement to register after living in the UK for the first ten years
of his life. His registration of British citizenship was refused because he had a caution. Following that
refusal, he has been given a referral order.
N (Aged 14): N was born in the UK. He suffers from attention deficit hyper-activity disorder (ADHD).
He became entitled to register as a British citizen on his tenth birthday. He was brought up by his
mother, though with some contact with his father who has recently become settled. His father’s
becoming settled also provides N with an entitlement to register. He was refused registration of
British citizenship because he had a referral order following a school fight.

